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the large print book company our complete catalog of - by john buchan while not strictly a sequel to buchan s classic
the thirty nine steps this novel also features richard hannay as its protagonist during world war i in 1915 hannay is called in
to investigate rumors of an uprising in the muslim world and undertakes a perilous journey through enemy territory to meet
up with his friend sandy in constantinople, quintessential british gentleman tv tropes - the quintessential british
gentleman is a stock character commonly found in decidedly not so british works who encapsulates everything that non brits
most commonly americans think of when they think of that funny little island across the pond, gentleman snarker tv tropes
- blood and honor sanguis is usually polite and well mannered even to her opponents but she has a wry sense of humor
which becomes more evident the longer she spends with vette she enjoys flirting with and flustering quinn and throws out an
occasional bit of verbal wordplay a knight s tale as inquisitor as indicted by her moniker as king of knights arturia is very
courteous eloquent, first they came for the iranians scott aaronson - i m sure there were weeks in february or march
1933 when the educated liberal germans commiserated with each other over the latest outrages of their new chancellor but
consoled themselves that at least none of it was going to affect them personally this time it s taken just five days since the
hostile takeover of the us by its worst elements for edicts from above to have actually, book review superforecasting slate
star codex - philip tetlock author of superforecasting got famous by studying prediction his first major experiment the expert
political judgment experiment is frequently cited as saying that top pundits predictions are no more accurate than a chimp
throwing darts at a list of possibilities although tetlock takes great pains to confess to us that no chimps were actually
involved and this phrasing, were there dark ages slate star codex - warning non historian arguing about history which is
always dangerous and sometimes awful i will say in my defense that i m drawing off the work of plenty of good historians
like bryan ward perkins and angus maddison whom i interpret as agreeing with me and that the people i am disagreeing, is
it unprofessional to wear the same clothing item twice - i just have a quick question for you regarding professional dress
code due to a comment from my boss is it unprofessional to wear to same pants twice in a row or more during a work week i
have been working here for well over a year and this is the first time my boss has ever commented on my habit
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